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ABSTRACT

Xeroderma pigmentosum (XP) is an autosomal recessive genetic disorder characterized by an increased frequency of skin cancer following minimal sunlight exposure. Multiple basal cell carcinomas and other skin malignancies frequently occur at a young age in those with XP. In fact, metastatic malignant melanoma and squamous cell carcinoma are the two most common causes of death in XP victims. This series represent rare presentations of malignancies in non-sun-exposed areas in such patients.
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INTRODUCTION

Xeroderma pigmentosum (XP) is an autosomal recessive genetic disorder of DNA repair in which the ability to repair damage caused by ultraviolet (UV) light is deficient.1 This disease involves both sexes and all races with an incidence of 1:250,000 in US more common in Japan.2 The most common defect in XP is an autosomal recessive genetic defect in which nucleotide excision repair (NER) enzymes are mutated, leading to a reduction in or elimination of NER. If left unchecked, damage caused by UV light can cause mutations in individual cell’s DNA. This buildup of mutations will lead to malignancy.1

CASE REPORTS

Case 1

A 16 years old female patient, brought by parents with complaints of:

1. Blackish papules all over the body, since she was 1 month old.
2. Severe pain in the eyes on exposure to light since childhood.
3. Swelling on the tip of tongue since 3 months.
4. Swelling in the midline neck since 1 month.

Patient’s relatives give history of multiple small swellings all over the body, which finally busted and later developed into blackish papules. No history of pain in the papules. No history of seasonal variation in the number and size of the papules. No history of itching in the papules, followed by bloody discharge. No history of similar complaints in family members (Fig. 1).

She has severe pain in the eyes, when exposed to light and hence always keeps them shut, constant watering from both eyes and lost vision from right eye. She refrains from going out and is always at home. She also complains of severe burning pain when exposed even to bulb light.

She complained of swelling at the tip of tongue since 3 months. Painless, gradually increasing, occasionally bleeding from the swelling while chewing. Now the swelling has increased to such an extent that she has severe difficulty
in swallowing solid food, now is on liquid diet. She also has difficulty in speaking and has altered speech, but is still intelligible (Fig. 2).

She had a swelling in the midline neck since 1 month which was gradually and progressively increasing, painless in submental region (Fig. 3).

Following are the reports of investigations done:
- Punch biopsy: Suggestive of squamous cell carcinoma, well differentiated (Fig. 4).
- FNAC submental LN: Metastasis from squamous cell carcinoma
- Dermatology opinion: Xeroderma pigmentosa
- Skin biopsy: Suggestive of XP
- Ophthalmology opinion: XP with severe corneal and conjunctival xerosis, vision could not be checked due to severe photophobia even after instilling anesthetic eye drops
- Adv: Lubricant eye drops.

Case 2
Patient is 19 years old male, brought by relatives with complaints of:
1. Gradually and progressively developing skin discolo-
ration since 3 years of age.
2. Gradual loss of vision in both eyes.
3. Swelling in oral cavity since 3 months.

Relatives noticed gradually progressive discoloration of the skin and increased roughness, when he was 3 years old. This now has progressed over time to reach the present condition where these lesions are present all over the body (Fig. 5).

He complains of severe pain and pricking sensation in the eyes from childhood, which has increased. Now, he has very poor vision and relies on support from others to mobilize.

He complains of gradually progressive swelling in oral cavity on the upper part since 3 months, swelling has now increased to such extent that he is having difficulty in swallowing and in speaking. He also complains of intermittent bleeding from the swelling even on minimal manipulation (Fig. 6).
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He has no other obvious skin ulcerations, swelling.
No history of similar complaints in past, no similar complaints in family members.
On examination: He has severe photophobia, due to severe corneal ulcerations.
Patient had 2 × 3 cm globular, irregular mass on the hard palate, arising from the lingual surface of the incisors to anterior one-third of hard palate. Swelling was nontender, noninflamed, immobile, soft and rubbery.

Investigation Done
Punch biopsy from the swelling confirmed it to be soft tissue sarcoma (Fig. 7).
Dermatology opinion regarding skin pathology was that it was a case of XP.

DISCUSSION
XP is a rare disease. It was first described in 1874 by Hebra and Kaposi in 1882.3 As previously mentioned, its incidence is 1:2,50,000. This disease usually presents with skin malignancies. Oral malignancies though present are very rare. Mostly oral malignancies are restricted to lower lip and tip of tongue, as they are comparatively more sun exposed.4 These two patients with XP presented with intraoral malignancies and both had a different histopathological diagnosis; one is consistent with XP while other is not. We had the opportunity to see and analyze these two rare cases in a short interval of time. While deciding upon the management of these patients we came across many obstacles, beginning from the use of imaging, as only CT scan is available in our institute, and the consequences it will have on the sensitive tissues.5,6 Postoperative radiotherapy to these patients was even bigger problem as both the lesions were midline, and both side of the neck needed adequate management.7 As expert management for treating such patients are not available in our institute we referred the patients to higher center.
Association between squamous cell carcinoma, basal cell carcinoma, melanoma with XP is proved beyond doubt. But, there are few reports which suggest association between soft tissue sarcoma and XP. For instance, the loss of a single allele of ligase IV was shown to result in sufficiently reduced nonhomologous end-joining (NHEJ) activity to engender chromosomal alterations associated with sarcomas in a murine model.8 XPG locus is located on 13q22-33 and it has been reported that, among the various genetic anomalies in synovial sarcomas, loss of the 13q21-31 region is one of the most frequent. Genotyping of the tumor samples revealed indeed a high frequency of LOH for XPG in synovial sarcomas and in myxoid liposarcomas.9

There have been researches on the treatment with virus transduction. Retroviral vector (LXPDSN) containing the XPD (ERCC2) cDNA, which fully complements the DNA repair deficiency of primary skin fibroblasts.10 Similar transduction of viruses carrying mutations of XP, if done in malignant cells would make them extremely sensitive to radiation, even to UV rays. This can be a great boon in the management of cancer patients and also would prevent complications of radiotherapy seen so commonly.

OBJECTIVES
1. Rare case, presenting with inherit challenges for treatment.
2. Line of management is strictly conservative.
3. Genetic engineering is helping with development of the construction of a retroviral vector (LXPDSN) containing the XPD (ERCC2) cDNA, which fully complements the DNA repair deficiency of primary skin fibroblasts.
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